Get more done in the same amount of time!

FlexCart makes this possible.

Get More Done!
Our customers tell us that their engineers are getting an average of 40% more work done when they use the FlexCart.

Keep Track of Tools and Parts
FlexCart's labeled tool pockets and parts bins reduces lost tools and wasted time going back to the shop.

Increase Professionalism
FlexCart is a leap forward in the professionalism of property operations.

Establish a Powerful Standard
Flexcart is the kind of standard that will bring new efficiencies to your organization.

Customer Comments:
“Eye opening purchase for my team. Time saver, everything is at their fingertips.” Len Pinto, Director of Engineering-The Windsor Suites Philadelphia

“It is a workshop on wheels. You have everything you need at the work location.” Gio Valerso, Engineering Manager-Hyatt Regency Toronto

“These carts were designed for the Maintenance Professional. We bought 2 and have been glad we purchased them ever since...” Tommy Shirley, Facilities Services Manager-Corning Glass Works, Harrodsburg, KY

“My engineers think the FlexCart is great! We will be ordering more”. Joshua Ashlock, Director of Facilities, Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Cart Features

• Light Weight • Narrow Width • Easy to Maneuver • Built-in Organization

Locks up securely with three padlocks (included).

ON THE RIGHT SIDE (NOT SHOWN)

3 Large Utility Pockets
• Holds spray bottles, rags, knee pads and other

Fluorescent Light Tube Storage
• Holds T4, T8 and T12 light tubes

HVAC Filter Storage
• Holds small to large filters

Large Work Surface with Sides
• Side folds down to extend the work surface
• When side is up creates a large bin for transporting parts

Lockable Tool Bag
Cover

Vise Clamp

Removable Tool Bag
• Contains 84 of the most commonly needed tools
• Labeled pockets provide tool accountability
• Sits in special carrier built into handle

Large Trash Receptacle
• Removable

Vacuum or Large Item Storage Area
• Designed to hold most compact vacuum styles

Heavy Duty 8” Wheels
• Non-marring
• Rolls easily on carpet
• Quiet

Lockable Tool Storage Area
• Labeled pockets provide quick tool inventory
• Removable tool panels allow you to change the tools being carried in this area

Ladder Hook
• On front of tool storage door
• Holds up to a 6’ ladder

Lockable 5” Front Casters
• Heavy duty steel
• Rolls easily on carpet
• Non-marring
• Quiet

Welded Unibody Steel Frame
• For long-lasting durability

7 Lockable Drawers
• 12 sq ft of organized storage space
• Customizable parts bins
• Can hold hundreds of different parts
• Stainless steel fronts

Large Item Storage Area
• Behind trash can
• Holds gallon paint can and other tall containers
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